This focus group reflection and evaluation guide for CBPR partnerships came from an NIMHD (National Institute for Minority Health and Health Disparities, 2006-2009) pilot grant which allowed the University of New Mexico and University of Washington, in consultation with a National Advisory Board of academic and community CBPR experts (see end of document), to do an extensive literature search, look up reports, and consult journal articles about academic-community research partnerships processes and CBPR outcomes. The pilot grant led to the NARCH V (2009-2013) funded “Research for Improved Health: A National Study of Community-Academic Partnerships,” which is led by the National Congress of American Indians Policy Research Center (NCAI PRC), with the University of New Mexico (UNM), and the University of Washington (UW). This NIH grant is investigating the promoters and barriers to CBPR in American Indian/Alaska Natives (AI/AN) communities and other underserved (and minority communities); in order to improve health status and health equity.

The CBPR research and evaluation model (see: http://hsc.unm.edu/SOM/fcm/cpr/cbprmodel.shtml for description and access to model and measurement tools) can be used by partnerships to examine their own internal processes, to reflect on the different outside conditions and contexts they face which may facilitate or be barriers to working together effectively, and to strategize the most promising practices to reach their desired outcomes. This facilitator guide provides questions and a narrative for use with an accompanying PowerPoint which can be downloaded as handouts or shown as a presentation. This focus group can be conducted with community and academic partners. It may be useful to first present the whole model for discussion before launching into evaluation and reflection questions. Slide one contains the four dimensions with categories listed within each dimension and slide two contains the four basic dimensions in the model (presented as four ovals). Slides after these focus on each oval separately.

**Overview of Full Research Model Dimensions:**

*Script:* This focus group guide, based on the CBPR conceptual model, has questions on each dimension of the CBPR model. Before we talk about each dimension (represented in each oval), here is the full research model with the different categories within each dimension. [Show model and provide overview of the four dimensions]

The dimensions of the CBPR model include:

1. **Context** or influences that come from outside the research partners and partnership.
2. **Group dynamics** within the partnership that influence the partnership, both what facilitates good interactions and what are the barriers to good partnering. These can be individual factors (what attitudes and beliefs both academic and community partners bring to the partnership), the relationship dynamics (how the research partners interact to achieve the overall goal) and the structures that support partnerships (what agreements and processes are in place to advance the partnership).
3. **Intervention/Research Design** or the actual research project.
4. **Outcomes** or what has been achieved by the project and research partnership.
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Slide 2: CBPR Minimal Research Model

Contexts:

Script: Now let’s move into looking specifically at our partnership. There are several questions that we will answer for each of the four dimensions in thinking about our own partnership.

For the theme of context, it’s important to recognize that all these contextual issues exist around us which our partnerships may or may not be able to address. Some may impact our partnership more immediately or be more important for us to address. Let’s identify one or two categories or issues that are most important to us right now to reflect and think about, and which will allow us to evaluate which contexts have shaped our partnership processes.

I. We want to start by asking, which of these six issues have impacted our partnership? (Which may not have impacted us?)

II. Choose a category or issue to discuss more deeply. Which context issue have we had to tackle or which one would be important to discuss for our partnership at this time?

III. For the chosen issue, the next probes can be used if answers to these questions have not already been discussed. The first two questions are more factual and may be answered more quickly.

1. What is our current approach to this context issue in our partnership?
2. What was our starting point in tackling this issue?
3. How well have we done so far?
4. Where would we like to be [choose one: in one year, five years, or another time span]?
5. What do you think are the best or promising practices to get there?

Please visit UNM Center for Participatory Research: http://hsc.unm.edu/som/fcm/cpr
Show slide 3: Contexts

Group Dynamics:

Script: For the theme of Group Dynamics, there are three categories in this area: individual dynamics or factors (attitudes and beliefs the individual brings to the partnership and the affect of these attitudes on group dynamics), relational dynamics or relationships (group interaction overall processes, such as decision-making; and in its efforts to reach goals); and structural dynamics (structures, such as memoranda of agreement) that move partnerships forward. You may focus on each category separately, or on group dynamics as a whole. The box of characteristics provides details on each category (on slide 1), or the longer list of characteristics may be used for reference.

I. Which category or issue have we had to tackle or which would be important to discuss for our partnership at this time?

II. Use the next probes if answers to these questions have not already been discussed. The first two questions are more factual and may be answered more quickly.

1. What is our current approach to this group dynamics issue in our partnership?
2. What was our starting point in tackling this issue?
3. How well have we done so far?
4. Where would we like to be [choose one: in one year, five years, or another time span]?
5. What do you think are the best or promising practices to get there?
Show slide 4: Group Dynamics
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**Intervention/Research Design:**

*Script:* For the theme of Intervention/Research Design, use the following definitions or the longer list of characteristics as a reference. There are three different categories related to ensuring the intervention or research project matches the culture and context of the community. The category, **Fits Local Cultural Beliefs/Norms and Practices** means that the intervention is acceptable within community beliefs, norms, or practices related to the health problem or program outcomes chosen, and may be more likely to be implemented and sustained over time. The category, **Reflects Reciprocal Learning** means that the research partnership will entail learning from the strengths and knowledge of both the academic and community participants. The category, **Appropriate Research Design,** means that the community has had input to the research and the research is acceptable to the community.

I. Which category or issue have we had to tackle or which would be important to discuss for our partnership at this time?

II. Use the next probes if answers to these questions have not already been discussed. The first two questions are more factual and may be answered more quickly.

1. What’s our current approach to [developing, implementing, sustaining, or disseminating] the intervention? (The specific question needs to be based on what the partnership is doing at this time). How are we incorporating community or cultural knowledge?
2. What’s our approach to creating the research design?
3. How well have we done so far?
4. Where would we like to be [choose one: in one year, five years, or another time span]?
5. What do you think are the best or promising practices to get there?

Please visit UNM Center for Participatory Research: [http://hsc.unm.edu/som/fcm/cpr](http://hsc.unm.edu/som/fcm/cpr)
Outcomes:

**Script:** For the theme of Outcomes, there are two categories of outcomes to think about: 1) **intermediate outcomes**, such as systems changes and capacity changes that may influence the ability of the partnership to be successful in the future. Examples might be new policies, programs, or stronger community organizations and collaboratives; and 2) **health outcomes**, or actual changes in health or conditions that improve health disparities.

We’d like to start by asking if we think this partnership has the capacity to create system or capacity changes and improve health? The next questions should be asked first for intermediate systems and capacity outcomes; and secondly, for health outcomes.

I. Which outcome(s) would you like to focus on now?

II. Use the next question as probes: The first two questions are more factual and may be answered more quickly.

1. What was our starting point for this outcome?
2. How well have we done so far?
3. Where would we like to be [choose one: in one year, five years, or another time span]?
4. What do you think are the best or promising practices to get there?
Show slide 6: Outcomes

We have a few final questions:

1. How helpful has it been to use the model in evaluating our partnership and in reflecting about the issues in our partnership?
2. How could the model be changed to be more helpful in evaluating our partnerships?
3. Finally, what is the most important lesson learned from your work with this partnership that might influence your decision to work with another partnership in the future?

Thank you so much for the dialogue and evaluation of issues within the partnership. We hope this self-reflection and evaluation has been useful for your next steps.
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